Cellulose is an abundant biopolymer that is naturally mass-produced on a global scale and is closely tied to life on earth in many ways throughout the biosphere. Technology surrounding utilization of cellulosic materials will be a central component of the transition to a sustainable bioeconomy ([@r1], [@r2]). The vast majority of cellulose originates from biosynthesis of plant cell walls ([@r3]) wherein they provide structural reinforcement to an impressive biopolymer assembly that has inspired modern fiber-reinforced nanocomposite materials ([@r4]). Advances in cellulose processing have led to promising technologies such as cellulosic biofuels ([@r5]) and advanced biobased materials ([@r6]). Efforts to optimize processes that convert cellulosic feedstocks to fuels and chemicals have demonstrated that integrating mechanical disruption with chemical and enzymatic deconstruction can dramatically enhance yields ([@r7][@r8][@r9]--[@r10]). Production of cellulosic nanomaterials also relies heavily on mechanical refining methods. Ruminant animals, which are indeed successful at utilizing cellulosic biomass as source of carbon and energy, employ extensive mastication to ease digestion and thereby offer additional lessons from Nature regarding the effectiveness of mechanical disruption for cellulose conversion purposes ([@r11]). The enhancement of biomass conversion processes by mechanical disruption has thus far been largely attributed to macroscale phenomena such as particle size reduction; and nano-to-mesoscale phenomena, such as cell wall delamination and nanofibrillation, which facilitate access of cellulose fibrils to enzymes and chemical catalysts ([@r12][@r13][@r14]--[@r15]). Some insightful studies have also shown that mechanically induced deformations of whole pulp fibers, termed "dislocations," are preferentially degraded by acid ([@r16]) and enzymatic hydrolysis ([@r17]). In 2011 Thygesen et al. ([@r18]) offered the first direct evidence that endoglucanase enzymes bind selectively to dislocations in whole fiber cells and articulated the importance of this phenomenon in the context of cellulosic biofuel production. This work was followed by additional studies that further demonstrated the potential of dislocations to introduce reactivity in processes that convert cellulose into soluble sugars for production of biofuels and biochemicals ([@r19][@r20]--[@r21]). However, these studies that have investigated dislocations at the scale of whole fiber cells provide little insight into molecular and macromolecular phenomena which are the focus of the present work. To differentiate dislocations (i.e., regions of lignocellulose fibers that exhibit a different organization of the cellulose microfibrils) from the molecular features investigated in the present work, we chose to use the term "defect" which is commonly employed by the materials science community to describe alterations in the local molecular organization of polymers.

Kink dislocations in cellulose assemblies have been theoretically depicted for over 70 y beginning in 1946 by Dadswell and Wardrop ([@r22]), and later in 1972 by the work of Rowland and Roberts ([@r23]). The authors postulated that these kinked locations are associated with so-called "amorphous" regions of cellulose which are more susceptible to acid hydrolysis but offered no direct evidence to substantiate their hypothesis. Many publications have since presented schematics of cellulose fibrils depicting alternating crystalline and amorphous domains to explain the formation of relatively uniform cellulosic fragments, termed cellulose nanocrystals, produced by controlled hydrolysis of cellulosic substrates ([@r8], [@r24], [@r25]). However, the origins ([@r26]), structural interpretation ([@r27]), and even presence of such periodic crystalline and amorphous domains of cellulose in native cell walls remain topics of debate among researchers ([@r28]). Obvious kinked regions are clearly observable in many published micrographs of isolated cellulose nanofibrils ([@r29], [@r30]). Recently, Usov and coworkers published a detailed, imaging-based study of cellulose kinks in 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl radical (TEMPO)-oxidized nanofibrils, and concluded that the non-Gaussian distribution of kink angles is inconsistent with the canonical concept of alternating amorphous and crystalline regions ([@r3]). This observation implies that the presence and locations of kink defects are not necessarily intrinsic properties of cellulose fibrils, but rather they are induced when fibrils are subjected to certain externally applied conditions. Still, absent from the previous literature has been a rigorous, molecular-level understanding of mechanically induced defects in cellulose, as well as direct evidence of their implications for ubiquitous processes such as enzymatic deconstruction for biofuel and nanomaterial production.

Results {#s1}
=======

Mechanical Induction of Defects by Direct Nanomanipulation. {#s2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The response of cellulose nanofibrils to externally applied mechanical stress was characterized by direct manipulation of single nanofibrils by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Initial nanomanipulation was performed by translating the AFM tip in a straight line across the silicon substrate surface against a cellulose fibril. Manipulation resulted in multiple distinct responses in the cellulose. AFM images shown in [Fig. 1 *A--C*′](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}′ taken before and after a series of nanomanipulation trajectories illustrate characteristic responses. Complete sequences of manipulations are shown in [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1900161116/-/DCSupplemental). Typically, the first manipulation trajectory does not cross the entirety of the fiber and serves to loosen the cellulose fiber from the substrate, allowing less-constrained modification in subsequent steps. [Fig. 1 *A--A*′](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}′ presents an example of mechanically induced kink formation at and adjacent to the tip--fibril contact point. Initial shallow kink angles are further bent with additional loading to ∼90°. With insufficient mobility of the fibril on the substrate due to adhesion, tip trajectories can also cut or break the fiber near the contact point, as is observed in [Fig. 1 *B--B*′](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}′. Notably, the breakage does not occur at the previous kink location in this example. These complete breakages clearly show that covalent bonds may be broken by mechanical deformation. However, large kinking angles alone are insufficient to cause complete breakage during all nanomanipulation experiments. To confirm that the apparent kinks (such as in [Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) are not a result of complete breaks, trajectories that place a kinked segment in tension were used to straighten kinks. [Fig. 1 *C--C*′](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}′ demonstrates that multiple kinks can be completely straightened with no lingering topographic artifacts, showing structural connectivity of the fibril was maintained after kinking. These observations imply that the formation of kink defects result from rearrangements of glucan chains within the fibril that do not necessarily break all covalent bonds within the glucan chains. This hypothesis is consistent with the observations of Thygesen et al. ([@r31]), who showed that cellulose chains may continue unbroken through dislocations observed at the scale of whole fiber cells. However, without molecular-scale resolution at the kink location, we are unable to determine by AFM topography data alone whether kink formation results in local irreparable covalent modifications to the nanofibrils that may be superficially straightened, or reversible reconfigurations of the hydrogen bonds.

![Probing mechanical deformation at the nanoscale reveals reversible and irreversible nature of cellulose kinks. (*A*--*D*′) AFM images of cellulose nanofibrils before and after a series of lithographic lateral manipulations with the AFM tip demonstrate three typical responses. The arrow in each image indicates the location and direction of applied force. (*A*--*A*′′) Multiple kinks were induced along the length of the fibril. (*B*--*B*′′) Complete breakage of the fibril was achieved by applying manipulation to the vicinity of an existing kink defect, while the fibril was strongly adhered to the substrate. (*C*--*C*′′) A previously kinked fibril was straightened, indicating that the kinks observed in *C* and *C*′ still maintain some degree of molecular connectivity. (*D*) A cellulose nanofibril suspended over a 200-nm pore in track-etched polycarbonate (TEPC). (*D*′) Kink defect formed in the same nanofibril shown in *D* after AFM indentation at 48-nN applied load. (*Inset*) Comparison of the topographic line profile of the nanofibril before and after indentation, clearly revealing the presence of a mechanically induced kink at the supporting pore wall. (*E*) Approach and retract indentation curves for the particular indentation step that induced kinking in the nanofibril. After reaching the maximum force *F*~*max*~ in the approach curve the cellulose forms a kink, allowing the probe tip to slip into the pore wall. (*F*) AFM indentation and bending measurements along the length of a nanofibril were fit to a beam model to calculate deformation stress.](pnas.1900161116fig01){#fig01}

Nanomanipulation on substrate-bound cellulose is effective to establish that individual fibrils can be kinked by mechanical forces, but it does not allow for straightforward quantification of the kinking forces or stresses. To measure the forces associated with nanofibril deformation, force-versus-displacement (F-Z) measurements were performed on cellulose fibrils suspended over pores in track-etched polycarbonate (TEPC). An example of this configuration is shown in [Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. As observed with the substrate-bound fibrils, boundary constraints played a key role in the nature of the mechanical deformation. For suspended structures, kinked configurations such as that shown in [Fig. 1*D*′](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} were most readily achieved by pushing downward on cellulose fibrils that were single-cantilevered (rather than double-cantilevered) over pores because the unconstrained end allowed the freedom of movement required to accommodate the kinked geometry. In total, kinking was observed on eight of the investigated single-cantilevered fibrils. Kinking forces ranging from 24 to 47 nN were identified from the F-Z curve (details are included in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1900161116/-/DCSupplemental)), as shown for a representative fibril in [Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1900161116/-/DCSupplemental). A series of F-Z measurements was also performed at forces below the kinking threshold to allow fitting to an elastic Euler--Bernoulli beam model, as shown in [Fig. 1*F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. Of the eight kinked fibrils, two datasets exhibited sufficient goodness of fit to the model to calculate deformation stresses of (4.0 ± 1.4) GPa and (3.2 ± 1.1) GPa (details are included in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1900161116/-/DCSupplemental)). These stress values are close to the theoretical tensile yield stress of cellulose ([@r8]), which indicates that significant covalent bond failure at the fibril surface likely contributes to the onset of kink formation. The kinking stresses and forces further provide useful criteria for the design of mechanical processes that maximize kink formation in cellulosic materials for various processing scenarios.

Molecular Simulations of Mechanical Deformation and Glycosidic Bond Breakage. {#s3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Deformation of cellulose nanofibrils was investigated in silico to provide molecular-level insight into mechanically induced defect formation. Previously, we reported the propensity of atomic models of cellulose nanofibrils to form kinks to accommodate externally imposed curvature ([@r32]). This topic has since been investigated by molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation by Chen et al. ([@r33]). However, neither of the aforementioned studies incorporated bond breakages that may occur as glucan chains within the fibril are strained by severe bending, and thereby neglected a potentially important aspect of a fibril's response to mechanical deformation. Several studies have investigated bond breakage in the context of linear strain, wherein reactive MD was performed by comparing bonding topologies to a quantum-mechanics (QM)-based parameter set at frequent time steps ([@r34], [@r35]). While these studies of linear strain focused on a potentially important failure mechanism of cellulose fibrils, they did not elucidate relationships between strain and longer-range structural transitions or demonstrate changes to the chemical or biochemical reactivity of the nanofibrils.

In the present work, we develop a more holistic computational approach to investigate macromolecular deformation coupled to bond breaking, wherein a pseudo reactive MD method accounts for strain-induced glycosidic bond breakage without requiring a computationally demanding reactive bond order potential. A distance criterion that characterizes glycosidic bond breakage under strain was derived from QM calculations on a representative model system. The bond-breakage event occurs when the force that the bond can withstand is exceeded. The force at which this occurs is identified as the maximum of the first derivative of the quantum energy plotted as the black line in [Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. The glycosidic linkage distance at which this force is attained in an MD simulation, shown as the blue line in [Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, is chosen as the MD distance criterion for breaking the linkage. Every glycosidic distance is evaluated during MD simulation at regular intervals and is broken when it is found to exceed the breaking distance criterion. The main computational studies were performed using 36-chain fibril models with a two-point bending geometric configuration similar to the experiment shown in [Fig. 1 *D* and *D*′](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. The response to mechanical stress was modeled with a series of simulations, each at constant force applied to the end of the cellulose bringing it to equilibrium under the applied load. At regular intervals, glycosidic bonds exceeding the breaking criterion were replaced by hydrolyzed glucan chain ends and the chains were relaxed to remove accumulated strain before continuing the simulation at the next applied force interval. Additional details regarding these simulations are included in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1900161116/-/DCSupplemental).

![Atomistic simulations -predict significant bond breakages occur when deformation reaches a critical threshold. (*A*) Derivation of the distance criterion for bond breaking in cellulose. Bond breakage is characterized by the maximum on the QM force curve (black). The bond-breaking distance criterion for MD is defined as the C1--C4 distance at which the molecular mechanics force (blue) matches the maximum QM force. (*B*--*E*) Snapshots from the pseudoreactive MD simulation showing the structural progression of a cellulose nanofibril subjected to increasing load in a two-point bend configuration. (*F*) Trends in both the bent angle and number of broken bonds with increasing force indicate distinct regimes of deformation and bond breakage. The substantial increase in rates of bending and bond breakage are attributed to localized departure from the stable 1-β structure in tandem with broken covalent bonds, both of which act to reduce the mechanical integrity of the fibril at the location of the deformation. The models used in these simulations were constructed in the I-β polymorph ([@r36], [@r37]) comprising 36 glucan chains with degree of polymerization 100.](pnas.1900161116fig02){#fig02}

An example of the progression of mechanical deformation and associated strain-induced glycosidic bond breakage as predicted by the pseudoreactive MD simulation method is visualized in [Fig. 2 *B--E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. The colormap used in this figure visualizes the similarity of the local atomic positions to that of the I-β crystal polymorph. Gray-colored regions indicate a highly ordered atomic structure, whereas red coloration indicates relatively disordered regions. Snapshots of the entire model shown in [Fig. 2 *B--E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} indicate that curvature is concentrated to a localized region rather than distributed throughout the length of the fibril. The associated coloration indicates that this concentrated curvature is accompanied by large departure from the I-β structure. As deflection increases in response to applied force, glycosidic chains begin to break initially on the outside surface of the curved region as visualized by red-orange spheres. In general, these computational results indicate that kink defects form as a result of the concentration of bending stresses into localized regions. This acts to reduce the curvature of adjacent segments and lower the energy of the fibril ensemble, which is consistent with previous computational studies of this phenomenon ([@r32], [@r33]). The angle of bending and number of broken bonds predicted by the simulation is plotted as a function of applied force in [Fig. 2*F*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}. Trends in both of these quantities with increasing force indicate two distinct regimes of nanofibril deformation. Both increase linearly as the applied load is increased up to ∼3.5 nN, beyond which the rates of progression in bond breakage and angle of bending increase significantly. We attribute the increase in deformation to a combination of two phenomena. Firstly, the departure from structural energy minimum of the I-β polymorph is concentrated into the proximity of the bend to maintain the majority of the fibril in a nonbent configuration. This occurrence leads to the formation of the "kinked" structure, and subsequent deformation is accommodated by this local disordered region with minimal disruption to the molecular order of the remainder of the fibril. Secondly, breakage of a significant number of covalent bonds also facilitates increased deformation rates, which in turn results in more bond breakages. These predictions are well-aligned with the findings of Thygesen and Gierlinger ([@r38]), who used Raman microspectroscopy to observe a less-ordered molecular structure of cellulose in the vicinity of dislocations at the scale of whole hemp fibers.

Digestion with Cellobiohydrolase Results in Local Sharpening at Kink Defects. {#s4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Isolated cellulose fibrils were incubated with purified cellulase enzyme to investigate possible relationships between enzymatic activity and observable macromolecular defects (i.e., kinks) in cellulose nanofibrils. Several processive cellulases from the *Trichoderma reesei* Glycoside Hydrolase (GH) Family 6 and 7 cellobiohydrolases (termed GH Cel6A and Cel7A, respectively) have been extensively characterized and exhibit well-known, highly specific digestion mechanisms ([@r39]). Cel7A initiates hydrolysis at the free reducing ends of glucan chains and proceeds unidirectionally along the chain with each hydrolytic event. Similarly, Cel6A initiates hydrolysis at nonreducing ends and proceeds unidirectionally as hydrolysis occurs, thereby exhibiting processivity in the opposite direction of Cel7A with respect to the glucan chain ([@r40]). These degradation mechanisms have been shown to result in readily observable morphological features of partially digested cellulose fibrils. Specifically, digestion by Cel7A results in a "sharpening" or tapering effect of the reducing ends of cellulose fibrils ([@r41]), whereas digestion by Cel6A results in selective sharpening of nonreducing ends ([@r42]).

Isolated *Cladophora* cellulose fibrils were incubated with a preparation of purified Cel7A enzyme and the morphologies of the cellulose fibrils were investigated before and after enzymatic hydrolysis by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Details of these experiments and imaging methods are included in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1900161116/-/DCSupplemental). TEM images showing several examples of kink defect sites in *Cladophora* fibrils before and after partial digestion by Cel7A are presented in [Fig. 3 *A--C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [Fig. 3 *D--F*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. Before digestion, kink defects were commonly observed; however, these features were not accompanied by localized narrowing of the fibrils. Following digestion, most kink defects were accompanied by an obvious localized, tapered geometry as exemplified in [Fig. 3 *D--F*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. Measurements of the thicknesses of the fibrils on either side of the kink defect reveal that one side was preferentially sharpened, which we attributed to the selective, unidirectional processivity of Cel7A ([@r41]). These results provide strong support for our computational predictions that extreme kink defects introduce breakages in the glucan chains, which then provide initiation sites for hydrolysis by processive hydrolytic enzymes.

![Imaging of cellulose nanofibrils before and after enzymatic hydrolysis shows that Cel7A preferentially initiates hydrolysis at the location of kink defects: (*A*--*C*) TEM micrographs showing examples of kink defects in isolated *Cladophora* cellulose nanofibrils. (*D*--*F*) After incubation with purified Cel7A, the nanofibrils exhibited localized narrowing in close proximity to the kink defect. Measurements of fibril width indicate that narrowing is more severe on one side of the defect. (*G*--*I*) Schematic depiction of the proposed mechanism for localized hydrolysis at kink defects by the processive cellobiohydrolase Cel7A, wherein reducing ends formed by bond breakages at the kink location (*G*) are engaged by the enzyme (*H*). Unidirectional hydrolysis results in formation of additional reducing ends on the same side of the kink defect, which are subsequently engaged by additional enzymes. This process results in preferential narrowing of the fibril on one side of the defect as enzymatic digestion progresses (*I*).](pnas.1900161116fig03){#fig03}

Discussion {#s5}
==========

The relationship between the nanoscale geometry and molecular structure elucidated by these results suggests the origin of the commonly depicted concept of cellulose fibrils with alternating crystalline and amorphous domains. More specifically, our results refine and extend the hypotheses regarding the presence of concentrated, stress-induced disorder in cellulose originally offered by Rowland and Roberts ([@r23]) over four decades ago. Glucan chains accommodating curvature along the length of the fibril experience a departure from the thermodynamically favorable configuration associated with the cellulose I-α and I-β polymorphs. In response, cellulose fibrils tend to concentrate extreme curvature into localized regions to minimize curvature over the majority of length of the fibril. This results in relatively small regions of molecular disorder, which we postulate have been historically identified as amorphous domains; similarly, longer, relatively straight regions with a higher degree of molecular organization were likely historically interpreted as the "crystalline" domains. The concentration of disorder into small localized regions in response to mechanical stress may be why changes in crystallinity resulting from mechanical processing are nearly undetectable when measured using ensemble techniques such as by X-ray diffraction and NMR ([@r15]). Additionally, these findings are consistent with the results presented by Thygesen et al. ([@r18]), who demonstrated that cellulose in the vicinity of dislocations largely retains a crystalline orientation sufficient to produce birefringence observable by polarized light microscopy. The aforementioned study also demonstrated preferential binding of endoglucanase enzymes to dislocations observed at the scale of whole pulp fibers. Endoglucanase enzymes do not require free glucan chain ends to initiate hydrolysis but have been known to prefer disordered cellulose over more crystalline substrates ([@r39]). The highly localized regions of molecular disorder that accompany kink defects as predicted by our simulations may provide favorable locations for endoglucanase binding; however, our results do not offer experimental evidence of this hypothesis which should be the topic of future investigations. Furthermore, multiscale studies of cellulase interactions with dislocations and molecular defects should be undertaken to determine how behavior observed at the scale of whole fiber cells may translate to interactions between enzymes and individual nanofibrils.

Even newly synthesized cellulose fibrils in plant cell walls exhibit directional changes when continuous fibrils are observed over lengths greater than 1 μm and kinks are present where extreme curvature is apparent ([@r43]), which likely contributes to the amorphous content of cellulose reported to be present in intact plant cell walls ([@r44]). Similarly, studies of dislocations at the scale of whole fiber cells have shown that they persist even in plants in the complete absence of mechanical stresses other than those associated with natural growth ([@r45]). These observations suggest that periodic occurrences of molecular disorder are not necessarily an inherent property of cellulose, but rather a result of the geometric configurations that the fibril was subjected to during biosynthesis and/or postprocessing. This interpretation is also consistent with the well-known "leveling off of degree of polymerization" that is encountered during acid hydrolysis of cellulose ([@r46]), in that kink defects, and associated regions of molecular disorder that are preferentially degraded during acid hydrolysis, will not form with a spatial frequency exceeding that allowed by the persistence length of the cellulose fibril ([@r3]). Additional support for this concept was offered by a study that demonstrated that the fiber size evolution during agitated enzymatic hydrolysis could be well-described by a simple, yet insightful, simulation that employed a three-point bending model with a breaking moment that was continually weakened due to hydrolysis ([@r47]).

In the context of cellulose metabolism in the biosphere, it is not surprising that cellulose-digesting organisms have evolved enzymes that take advantage of these naturally occurring defects. This reasoning also suggests incentives for cellulolytic organisms to evolve endoglucanases ([@r48]) and lytic polysaccharide monooxygenases ([@r49]) to introduce molecular defects in polysaccharides that improve performance of the processive cellobiohydrolases. Organisms that emerged as the most successful metabolizers of lignocellulose, such as ruminants and some insects, augment enzymatic digestion with mechanical maceration which likely provides advantages beyond simple particle-size reduction in light of the findings presented here. Cellulose evolved to function as a material with long-term stability in Nature; however, hidden within relationships between its hierarchical structure and mechanical behavior are solutions to its deconstruction which enable biological exploitation of molecular defects.

Optimization of mechanical defect induction to improve enzymatic hydrolysis processes is indeed a complex undertaking. A recent study that investigated the relationship between mechanical agitation and enzymatic hydrolysis efficacy clearly demonstrated that conventional mixing can drive agglomeration of biomass and thereby reduce the substrate surface area accessible to enzymes ([@r50]). In the context of the present work and other aforementioned studies that obviate the molecular and macromolecular advantages of mechanical energy input to improve hydrolysis yields, we suggest that reactor hydrodynamics, comminution, and agitation mechanisms be cooptimized for next-generation saccharification systems.

Conclusions {#s6}
===========

We have provided evidence that macromolecular kink defects in cellulose nanofibrils provide localized initiation sites for enzymatic hydrolysis. By direct nanomanipulation of individual cellulose nanofibrils in an AFM, we confirm that kink defects may be induced by mechanical deformation. We used pseudoreactive MD simulation to further support the hypothesis that formation of kink defects is commonly accompanied by strain-induced glyosidic bond breakages, which serve as initiation sites for hydrolysis by cellobiohydrolase enzymes. These molecular- and macromolecular-level insights into the formation and characteristics of defects in cellulose provide a refined understanding of the fundamental structure and behavior of cellulose nanofibrils and provide additional insight regarding the origin of the previously reported benefits of mechanical refining for cellulose conversion processes. Furthermore, these results suggest opportunities for the development of improved cellulose processing paradigms that exploit systematic, nanomechanical defect induction to tune the materials properties of the resultant cellulose and improve its reactivity in conversion scenarios.

Methods {#s7}
=======

Detailed description of the materials and methods involved in the preparation of cellulose nanofibrils, AFM, TEM, Cel7A production and purification, enzymatic hydrolysis, and molecular simulations are provided in [*SI Appendix*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1900161116/-/DCSupplemental).
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